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- PARTA (10xI=10marks)

Answer ALL questions.

Choose the correct answer :

1. The Alphabets of the C Programming is referred
as 

-.

(a) Tokens (b) Character Sets

(e) Keywords (d) Identifiers



2. What is the ASCII value of 'B'?

(a) e8 (b) s7

(c) 65 (d) 66

3. loops test the condition before
executing the statement of the loop.

- (a) *hile and do while

(b) while and for

(c) for and do... while

(d) do... while alone

4.

from the loop or the block of statement.

(a) Go... to (b) Continue

(O Break (d) Stop

5.

(a) Group &) Structure

(c) Union (d) Array

is a function used to compare two
given strings.

(a) Strlength( ) ft) Strcompare( )

(c) Strcmp( ) (d) Strcpm( )
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's also known as function prototype'
a.

(a) function call

&) function declaration

(c) function return

, (d) functiorxdefinition

8. Variables that are defined with in a
body of function or block'

(a) Global ft) Static

(c) Dynamic (d) Local

9. Heterogenous data types are grouped together is

refferred as 
--- 

-'
(a) Union ft) Pointer

(c) Structure (d) ArraY

10. is a function used to oPen a file'

(a) file oPen( ) ft) f oPen( )

' (") open( ) (d) oPen file( )

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or ft)'

Each answer should not exceed 250 words'

11. (a) Mention the rules for the identifrer'

Or

(b) Discuss about the Bitwise Operator'
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L7. (a) Explain the various typqs of Decision making
and Branching in C Program.

Or

(b) Write a program to display below mentioned
patterns rlsing for loop.

(t*
*rrrk

*trtr**

(ir) rk

**
***
:k***

18. (a) Write a program to perform matrix addition
between two 2 x 2 matrices.

Orl

(b) Mention the various string handling
functions.

19: (a) Discuss about user defined function.

Or

(b) Write detail notes on stlucfure .
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20. (a) Explain - how to pass pointers as function
Arguments?

Or

(b) Discuss about I/O operations on files.
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